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I. INTRODUCTION ,

This module, presents the idea of.a mathematical, group

and shows an application to the structure of human groups.
Many societies in an early stage. of development are

divided into sets of families called clans, and marriage -

and descent depend upon clan membership. For example'; im-
agine a society divided into four clans,.which we'll iden;-
tify by 1, 2, and 4. In the diagram below the arrows,
pointing to the left show, the permitted marriages of this

society while the arrows pointing to the right show the
clan membership of the offspring.

Wife Husband Child

.WeIsee that' if- a man beldtigs-to-elan 1 then he must marry a
woman from clan 2. Their children will belong to clan 3.
We can gather further information from this -diaaram.*- For
example, a man from clah 1 would have grandchildren in
clans 1 and 2. That is, .his son would be in clan 3 and
thus his son's son would be in clan 1. (See diagram.) But
his daughter, who is in clan 3, would have to marry a man
from clap 4, and their child would be in clan 2. In the
same, rather'tedious way, we could trace out the clan of
any person's relatives and thus discuss a variety of ques-
tions that are of interest to, anthropologists. Will our
clan 1 man have some relative in each of the four differ-
ent clans? (This would give the society some cohesive-
ness). What types of relatives are allowed 'to marry? For

instance, can cousins marry according to the diagram above?
We will introduce a neat mathematical way of attacking

questions like thethe using (mathematical) group theory. -

Abstractly, the diagram above shows that Wives' and
children's clans are merely a re-ordering, or permutation,
of the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. That is, if we put the

4 husbands in the order 1, 2, 3, 4 then the wives will be

arranged 2, 1, 4, 1 and the children will be arranged as 3,
4, 1, 2. Our main example of a°mattematical proup is based
on the different arrangements of 1, 2, and 3 that may be
obtlined by geometric transformations of a triangle with
vertices labeled 1, 2, and 3. A Study of this group will

1
, -

(

give us the tools for looking at she 'anthropological

questions. A great deal mo can be found in -the book An
Anatomy of Kinship by H White.

F, The applicati.- of mathematics ta"Sockal-science qUes-
tions is not rlylas "clean" as-in the physical sciences.
In parti ar, we do not expect to find any human societies
as ly arranged into clns as described here; nor are

e,rules of marriage and descent precisely and absolutely.
followed. The "law "--of mormia4eis certainly differentein
,itslorce than the "law" of gravity! Nevertheless, mode )
of this type have been helpful to those who study the
structures of complex human organizations -i .,,,,--

1
IA%,

,,

.;,

2. AN EXAMPLE OF A MATHEMATICROUP
,

.

12.1 Labeled - Triangles
C . .'

)Draw an equilateral triingle, and label each.'ertex
1

with,wie of the numbers 1, 2/ and 3. Label each vertex
witha different number. Youvtriangle is labeled in a
paqicular way. Before going on, think about this:' In how

hmany Ways could your triangle have been labeled (using only
thentmbers,l, 2, and 3 and using each number only once}?
Write.oer answer here . .

there are actually, six ways of labeling the vertices
-of a triangle. To see this, pick any vertex and note that
it could:be labeled with any one of the three numbers.

Once this vertex is labeled, there are two numbers leTt for
the next vertex. And when two vertices have been labeled
the third vertex can be labeled only in one way -- because
only one number is. left. Thus, in all, there are .

(3 ways) x (2 ways) X (1 way) = 6 ways
1

of labeling the vertices of a triangle.

Exercise 1. (i) According to the argument above. bow many ways are
there to label the vertices of a square? (ii) How many ways of la-

beling the vertices of a regular n-sided polygon?

All siic ways of labeling an equilateral triangle are
shown in Figpre 1. For our discussion we will call trian-
gle (a):in Figure 1 the "standard triangle." Stop a moment
and make a standard triangle for yourself. Cut out of
cardboard or heavy" paper and label it just, a in Figure 1
(a). Be sur.e.to label both sides of each v rte with t e
same number because later you will need to tu the tri
gle over.

2
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.(b) (c)

(-e) (f). /

Figure 1.= Six ways to label a triangle.

Each of thp triangles in Figure 1 can be obtained from
the standard triangle by simple transfofmations of the
standard triangle, To-see this, take your triangle and put
it into the standard position of Figure 1(a) and rotate it
but 4is center. You can see that Triangle (b) is obtain- .

ed by 'a clockwise rotation of*120 degrees. Triangle (c) is

obtained by rotating Triangle (b) clockwise thrOpgh 120
degrees which is the same as rotating Triangle (a.) through
240 degrees. In fact, any one of the triangled (a), (b),

or (c) can be obtained from any one of the Other triangles
(a), (b), or (c) by a rotation about its center.

Elelie 2. (i) Through how many degrees must Triangle (a) be rotafed

in order to obtain Triangle (a)? (ii) How many answers are there to

Question (i)? (iii) Through how many degrees must Triangle(a) be ro-

tated in a counterclockwise direction to get Triangle (b)? .(iv) Tri-

angle (c)? (v) Triangle (a)? (vi) aneTriangles (d): (e). atd.(f) be

obtained erOm each Vier by rotation?

12.3 Flips
. .,.

.

Although Triangles (a), 04, and (c) can be obtained
from one another by rotation, none of Triangles (d), (e),

or (f) can be'obtained in.this way from (a) /or (b) or (c).
The reason for this s that in allpf theetriangles (a),
(b), and (c) the numbers 1, 2, and 3 aresin tfie same rela-
tive .order. Reading the labels of the vertices clockwide
in any/of these triangles we always get the order1-2-3 for
these numbers, whereas for Triangles (d), (e), and (f) the
order is 1-3-2. To change the relative order of the labels
we have to "flip" the triangle over (like flipping a coil).

Again put your triangle in standard position, pick it up
and flip i,t over on the ,axis through vertex 1. The vertex

ii:

labeled "j" keeps its position at the top but vertices "2".
and "3" a e interchanged giving triangle (A). Can Triangle
(e) be obtained from Triangle (a)? Notice that Triangles
(a) and (e) have the same labil for the right7hand vertex.

Thus a flip through this vertex will give (e) from (a). 3,

7°

4

t.

(a) from (a): a rotation

of.00 clockwise.

(b) from (a).: a rotation

of 124
o

clockwise.

(c) from (a): a rotation

of 240° clockwise.

(d) from (a): a flip

through...the top

vertex.* ";

F (e) from (a): a flip

through the_riAt-

hand vertex.

. (f) from (a) : a flip

through the left-

hand vertex.

Figure 2. Operations on triangle (a) to get triangles°

(a)u (b), (f).

4
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(Or.(a) tem (e)1) In thd same way, you see that Triangle

(f) can be obtain0 from (a) by flipping through the vertex
labeled "3."

The results of rotating clockw,isd and flipping the

standard triangle to get each of the triangles in Figure 1
are shown in Figure 2. To make Figure 2 complete note that
we have used a rotation,of zero degrees (also 360 degree,

, 720 degrees ...). Each of these operations is given a -

suitable label: R for rotations; F for flips.

ELercise 3. (a) Make a figure like Figure 2 showing how these

operations transform Triangle (b)--that is, use Triangle (b) for the

"standar4.. (b) Make a figure like Figure 2 using Triangle (d) as

the "standard," and complete Table Jj.

Resultb of'Using Trian le (d) as "Standard"

Operation on Resulting
Triangle (d) Triangle

Ro

RI
r

, R2

F
t

F
r

FR

(c)

It should be lear frbm Exercise 3 that ,any Of the la-
belings,in Figure 1 can be takeh as the standard labeling -

and that by use f the six operations -- three rotations
three flips -- any other triangle of Figure 1 can be

Obtained.

2.4 Successive Applications of Rotations and Flips

It is now natural to ask what would happen if, begin-
ning with any staridard triangle, we apply the opet'ations of

`Figure 2 successively, mixing flips aqd rotations. For ex-

ample, what happens to Triangle (a) if we rotate it through
24,0 degrees and then flip it through the tbp? The rotation
%takes Triangle,(a) into (c) and e. flip of (c) through the

'top-takes it to (f). From Figure 2 we also see that (f)
can be obt4ined from (a) by a flip through the left-hand
corner. Thus the two operations R2 and Ft, performed in
this order, are equivglent to the- single operation Fi.

BecauSe of certain analogies with prdinary multiplication

5

9

sk
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III

it is customary
.

to call Fx the Product of R2 and Ft and

write the, equivalence:

R2 x Ft = F.
C.

Notice that although We used Triangle (a) as our standard
here -- because we had to have some triangle*to work with

-- the same result would be obtained by using any other
standard. or.example, beginning with (d) R2 gives (e) and
then.Ft gives.(b). But (b) is obtained from (d) by Ft.

Other equationg (equivalencies) can be obtained by
successive application of the six operations. For ample,
a flip through the top of Triangle (a) gives Triwigle (d),.
and-if this is then flipped through its right-hand corner,
we arrive at Triangle (c). But Tliangle (c) can also be

robtained from (a) by a rotation of 240 degrees, so:

Ft x °r ' R2
-*

Rotating-and flipping your triangle will enable you to find
the product of any two opetiations as above. There are 36
different Woducts in all, but there are only4six different
answers since no matter what we do to a tria gle -- by way
of rotating and flipping -- we always get on of the six
positions of Figure 1. Befoie going on you s ould do afew
of these. For example, those given in the exe cise below.

Exercise 4. Using Triangle (a) as the standard, verify the following

results:

( i) R1 x III = R2
(ii) RO Ft = Ft

(iii) Ft ); Ft =,Ro (iv) Ft '' R2 = Fr.

(v) Repeat (i) through (iv) above uding Triangle (d) as the standard.

2-5 The Multiplication Table

Table 2 sives the product of each of the operations.
The row headings in Table 2 indicate the-first operation
and the column headings indicate the second operation.
Thus from Table 2 we see that R1 followed by.Ft-is Fr.
(Look in the row headed 111 and in the column headed Ft.)
This table,is analogous to a multiplication table for
numbers. There is, however, one very important difference
between this kind of product and products of numbers. If
you look in the row headed' Ft and.the -column headed R1 you
find F

t
not Fr. That is

111 x Ft Ft x R1

and we see that the product of operations on labeled .

triangles is a non-commutative product. Table 2 shows

1.0
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-other ron-commutative'prOducts. In fact, the only commu-

tative:productS' shown in Table 2 are those involving two

rotations kr the same flip performed twice. 1.e.g. Ft x' Ft

o= R0). This is one major difference between this type of
product and products of numbers. .There.are?Nhpwtver, quite

a few similarities between these' two products which we dis-
cusebelow. .

Bxercipe 5. Ci) Verify the entries in Table 2- that have not alyady

been calculated above filling in the blanks where necessary. (ii)!For *..

each-operation'X. use Table 2 to operation A so that X xA

=to. (iii) Do X and A always commute? (That is, if X x A = R0

XxA=AxX)?

2.6 Table.-2 as a Mathematical Group

1
The oPerations on labeled triangles represented in

Table ,2 are an ekample of what is called a group in mathe-
Matica. Though we are not concerned here with the general
theory of groups we point out the main properties of Table .

2,(and Operations on triangles) that make it a group..

- Multiplication of rational numbers (excluding zer.oris also

1p 'group operation and we, will use this example too in our
discussion.

TABLE 2.

,roducts of th e-Six Operations' Performed Successively

second Operation

SRO Rl
R2 °

Ro

R1

R2

Ft Ft Ro ,.112 R1

Fr Ft' F9, R1 Ito R2 ,

FR
%.

Fr
R1

.16 RO is a very special operation. Ro leaves every trian-
' gle the same, so fpr any operation X, X x Ro = Ro x X,

X. The number 1-plays the same kind of rolt in the
multiplication of positive rational numbers. Ro and 1
are t called

,

.the ddentitv 'for their repectIve products
.: OD groups. Every igroup has'an'identity. :

I

F
r

ills 1.2 Ft ,.` F2,

R
o F r . Ft

j
R Ri 's Ft Fr

F Fr

Ro

/'

11
;

7

2. Given an identity for a.product it is natural to ask

whether every element has an inverse. In the group. of

positive rational numbers the,inverse 'of, any number is

its reciprocal -- the inverse of J is 1/3, the invetse
of 5/2 is 2/5. An opetdtion A is the inverse of an
operation X, if and only ifXxl...=AxX = R0, (the
identity). In Exercise 5 'Ili) you found th &t 'each of

the opeiations,o5 Table 2 has such an inverse.. These

areprobably easier to find by thinking of the gedmetry
of theaab&J.ed triangle: Whatdome have to do after
at operation to get backsto the "Standard?" After any
flip, the same flip will get us.badk, so the inverse of

'Fx is just Fx, After rotating through 120 degrees, a
rotation of 240 will get us back to standard position
and conversely. ScK, R1 and R2 are the inverses of each
other. Every opertion here has an inverse operation
-- just as every positive rational number has a recip-

' rocal. In a group every element must haveah inverse,
3. A group must be a closed set, which is to say that the

product of any two elements of the group is also an
element of the group. In terms-of Table 2, closure is
easily checked by noting that the only thing that is
'inside the table (as a product) is one of the six oper-
ations. -The,set of-rational numbers is closed under;
pultiplicationi since the NroduCt of two rational num-
ber4 s is always & rational number..

4. Finally, we mention another property of groups: /the

product operation for a group must beassociativi.
That if we take any three operations -- say,.Ft,.
Fi, sand R1 then the product is the same no matter which
product we do first. Thds, we have, for example

(Ft x Fr) x 111 = Ftx (Fr x R1).

The order of .the factors within the product must oT
cturse remain the same. In words,. FttiMes F and

than this product times R1 must, b

the product of Fr times k

'fact can be dhpcked for
Table 2.

2:7 Other Examples

he same as ,Ft times

orme d fist). This

the possible products in
-

111.

1. The set of positive and negative integers together with
zero is a group-under the operation,of addition. The.
identity is zero and the inveIse of an.integer is its
negative. (The inverse of -5 is +5.)

21. "Clock arithmetic" is a group'under additi
Three o'clpck Plus 11 hours is two o'clock/ etc.
o'clock minus 4 hours is elftvon o'clock, just coun

12

ree

i ng
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gCurs, th'ere,are 12 elements in the group; the identity
is 12 hours; and the inverse of x is 12 x.

2.8 Summary
p

The operation on labeled triangles defined here is one
9e many examples of a.group. \There are six possible label-
ings of an equilateral triangle and any one of these can be
obtained from any other by a rclAtion (including a rotation

of zero degrees) pr a flip throagh a vertex, Taking these
operations -- not the triangles we formed a gtOup by
'successive application of 414two Qperatfons to a triangle.
(Ai triangle may be usedlor the "standard.") We called
the successive application of two operations the product,
and wrote R1 x Ft to mean the operation that is equilialent
to a rotation of 120 degrees followed by flip through the
-top corner. Table 2 gives all the results of such prod- -

ucts. There are similarities between this product and the

multiplication of rational numbers, but there is animpor-
tant difference: R1 'x Ft / R1,0thus giving an exam-
ple of a non-Commutative group. For-this group, R0 is the
identity (compare "1: for rational numbers under multipli-

r cation). We computed the inverse of.each operation X as
the operation that when multiplied by X gives,Ro.

Exercise.6. 'Verify that RI, and Fr associate. That is,

(RI x R2) x Fr = RI (R2 x Fr) .

ELW0411_2. Show that every operation for the equilateral triangle.

,call be given by ccessive.use of only 1E2 operShtions RI and Ft. Thus

7,
RI 611d Ft can be sed to generate the group.i What other pairs can be

used in this way?

Exercise 8. Explain your answer to Exercise 6 in terms oL.the geo-

try ofthe triang14%

. Hake a Aquare and label it like the one below.

'

L.

1 2

3 4
. .

bevelop the group of ;qiiiions of your (the) square.

"Lgercise 10. ,Consider, in addition_to the rotations above, four flips

ilhof the square as shown below. -
s

43

1 7

2 1

4 3

4 2

3 1

1 2

4

*!

Fh, Ev \ Ft
Fr

elop the group of these eight operations on the square.
4

13
9,

p

Exercise 11. Suppose yoU had a six-houp clock., Construct the multi-

plication table for the group.of this clock.

Exercise 12.. Compare the multiplication table foithe six-hour clock

and the multiplication table for the operations in the triangle. fn

particular,is'the c,lock-table commutative?

Zcerciie 13. A subgroup is a subset of a group that is .itself a

group. Is the set consisting of R. R1, R2 a subgroup for.the oper-

ations On,the triangle? Are there-any other subgroups?

ANOTHER METHOD_OF COMPUTING PRODUCTS

All of the calculations so far were done by rotating'
and flipping an actual triangle or by looking at Figure 2.
In many examples ofgroups concrete models like the labeled
triangle are a little harder to construct. We. therefore

introduce another method for computing the product of two
operaons.

To calculate the product of two operations we intro-.
duce a notation that shows.whae happens to each of the
labels when the triangle is transformed. When we look at
what'happens to 1, 2, and 3 when the standard triangle (a)
is rotated through 120 degrees w find that:

1 takes the place formerly held by 2
.

2 takes the place formerly held by 3

3 takes the place formerly held by 1.

This is written as follows:

2 3,
R1 '2 3 l''

We can say to ourselves: "1 goes to 2, 2 goes to 3, and 3
goes to 1 under R1." F m Figure 2, we see that .in the same
way each,of the -six ope 4pions can be written

= (
1 2 3

)e0 1 2 3

-1-2 3
Ft - (1 3 2)

(
1 2 1')

2 3 1
1 2 3

R
2

= (

3 1 2 )
g

F = (
1 2 3

) F = (
1.2 3

) .
r 3 2 1 1 2 1 3

Note that in this waYsof denoting an operation the numbers
1, 2, and -3 are *always on the top row in the order 1, 2, 3.

The second row gives the number that takes the place of the
number above it. With thia scheme, we can now calculate a
product by --following thd "history" of the numbers. For ex-
.dhple,*the product R1 times_Ft would be written down in
this fashion

10
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11 2 3/,1 2 3,
R1 x'Ft '2 3 11 3 2"

. -.and the result of the product can be given by reading from ,

left to right: "1 goes to 2 ana 2 goes to 3, so goes to
a .

x Ft
2 2 p.

2 3 1 1 3 2 13

Then, "2 goes to 3 and 3 goes to 2, so 2 goes to 2."
Lastly, "3 goes to 1, 1 goes to 1 and so 3 goes to So

finally,

,1 2 ,1 2 3, =
(3

2 3,
' 2 3 1'41 .3 2' '3 2 l''

or, as before, R1 x' Ft = Fr.Of Course we get exactly
same product as Wore. This is not a new product, it
just another way of computing the same product.

It may help to have another example here.

F x F
(1 2 3) (1 2 3) (1 2 3

r t
= (3'2 1) (1 3 2 2 3 1) =

Thus: "1 goes to 3 and 3 goes to 2, so 1 goes to 2;"
"2 goes to 2 and 2 goes to 3, so 2 goes to 3;"
"3 goesto land I goes to 1, so 3 goes to 1."

tNe4,

is

2xercise 14. (i) Do two more'produc4, this way ind check your answers

using Table'2. (ii) Consider two ope ations A and B on the numbers 1,

2, 3, and 4 As given below. Compute*i, B and B x A.

A =.(
1 2 3 4
4 3 2 1

)

1 2 3 4)
B = (2

1 3
,.'

(iii) Compute the same products asiid-(ii)...abovedafining4 and iby
1,.

4

operations on a labeled square.

(iv) Use this method of calculati dtO find the inverses of R and Ft.

Thus to find the inverse of R1 wr

(1 2
(
1 2 3

)
2;

I 2

I.

and fill in the Vlanki. Do the dgib for Ft.

v
11

\
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4. AN APPLICATION 2.a.KIliSHIP STRUCTUES

"...modern society still leaves the kinship bond as the
dominant institution of simpler societies, fulfilling
many of the welfare functions of the modern'state. --
controlling ... the perfordance of work, the gratuitous
rendering of economic ,sevices, the kinds and incidents
of property. and ... the organization of work in the
household." (Stone, p. 122).

.r .

Every society has some rules governing the types of
marriages that are permitted and the types.of marriages

that are prohibited: Fol. example, no society allows a.

parent'to marry a child; very few, societies allow brother-
sister marriages "; and 'most industrialized societies prohib-

it marriages between. cousins. Of course, when we say that
a certain type of marriage is "prohibited" we mean that in
one way or another it is "against the law;" some type of
punishment, is supposed to follow a prohibited marriage.'
For several reasons, these rules of marriage prohibition
have interested anthropologists. Anthropologists have
found that when the marriage rules become complicated -- as

we'll illustrate below -:- the mathematical theory of groups.
can be used to simplify their analysi-S. It is even poSsi-
ble to make mathematical calcuations that will reveal pro-
hibited marriages between relatives who-are quite remote.'

Among societies whose economy is based on hunting and
fishing, the rules of marriage and descent are often quite
explicit. Each person belongs to a marriage group, called
a clan, and the members of one particular clan can only
marry the members of another particular clan. The clan
membership of the father will then determine that oethe*
children and thus any relative's clan can be given by
tracing thrOugh the family "tree.".\

For what follows we make dire following assumptions
regarding clans and kinship:
1. The society is divided into a definite number of dis-

tinct clans. ,Every perion belongs to one and Only one t
clan.

7
2. Clan Membership deterbines marriage type. A man f

clan A can Only marry a 'woman of clan B and in nO case
may A be the. same as B. (Brother-sister marriages in
this broad sense are alwaA prohibited).

3. Clan 'membership determines 'descent.' The child of a man
in clan A will always belong to'a particular Clan X.
Children whose fathers are in different clans will
themselves be in different clans.'

4. All.other kinships are given by rules', 2, and 3
above.

°
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,4.1 The Wj'fe Ttansformatiort I

Suppose ehat'a loci ,y has only fourclans and that we
number them 1, 2, 3', and 4. As a specific example suppose.
that,the idles,of the sWaty;specify that

a man from clanr1 can only marry-,a Woman,4froM clan 2

a marrfrom Clan 2 can only marry alpman from clan 4
a.manifrom clam 3 can only marry plObman from clan 1 '

a man from clan 4.can only marry a'woman from Clan 3.
Regarding these rules at transformations of the labels 1,
2,,3, and 4 we can Vrite,oas above:

1 2 Y 4
),W 7 (

2 4,1 3

where W stands for a man's wife. Thusr each relation to a
man, e.g., wife or sister's husband, can be represented by
a permutation. We can now calculate with W and.see what
meaning the results would'have in terms of the marriage
rules. For example,

1 2 3 4 , x (1 2 3 4 1 2 3' 4).W x w = (
) = (2 4 1 3' '2 4 1 3 4 3 2 1

Whlt doe4 this mean? Clearly this is not the clan of a
man's wife's wife, but it is the clan of a man's wife's '

brother's wife. That ise 'a man in clan 1 would marry a
woman giom clan 2, her brother would also be in clan 2 and

4 his wife would then be from clan 4. So, 1 goes to 4 under
W x W, as shown in'the calculation above. In the same way
clans 2, 3, and 4 are'transformed to 3, 2, and 1 as shown
by the above product. '

We will be especially interested in obtacning'the
versezof some of the transformations given here. Note that
since W gives the ,clan of man's wife, W-1 (the inverse of
W) gives the clan of a woman's husband. I We could write H
for the husband transformation, but W-1 will cio as well.
First we need to note that the identity transOormations for
four clans given by 1

1 2 3 4).
I = (1-

2 3 4

(Comparethis to Ro for the equilateral triangle.) Notice
that' ince brothers and sisters are always in the same

clan,,the letter I can be used as a brother transformation
or as a sister transformation and we will occasionally
write B or S instead ,of I. So, in the calculation above we
could havewiten wife's brother's wife = W x B x W. But
SNIso tha W x B xw=Wx-IxW= W'!( W. The transfor-
mations; and S (for brother and sister) need not be writ-

.

ten jult as the number 1 need not be written in a multipli-

17 a 13

cation problem. They are sometimes helpful,'_ however, in
writing ddini a complicated relationship.

Coming back to the calculation of an inverse, to find
W-1, we recall that the inverse of any element of a group
is the transformation that brings us back to I. Thus,
since W -1 denotes the inverse of W we must have

W x w1 =

Since 1'and I are known we can solve for W- by finding the
'labels a, b, c, and d so that

(12 42 33 4)

'

2,3 4, 2 3 4,
a b d' '1 2 3 4'

) \Tracing through the product we see that since 1, goes to 2
'tinder W, 2 mutt go back to 1 under W. TherefOre, b t 1.
Similarly, since W takes 2 to 4, W-1 dust take back to -2
and so d = 2. Continuing in this way we have:

W-1.
1 2 34

)-=( 3 1 4 2

Exercise 15. (i) Compute W1 x41. (ii) SA man can have twt. types of

brothers-in-law: his wife's brother and his sister's huOand. What

transformations give these relationships? (It may help tc;yuse S and B

here and then substitute I.) (iii) Da the calculfations for (ii).

(iv) Suppose a transformation T is give4 by

T
(1 2 3 4N

12 1 43).'

Calculate T-1 as a5ove. (v) Comionte T x T.

4.2 The Child Transformation

All the relatiOnships'among membersofa 'society di-
vided into clans can be given if we knout the rules of
Mirriage and descent. Thus, for the present example;
suppose that we are also given:

tke child of a man in clan-l-ig in..clan 4

tde child of a man in clan 2 is in ,c1an 3

the child cif a manPin clan 3 is in clan 2

the child of a man in clan ,4 is in clan 1.;
Orr more compactly,

C = (1 2 3 4
.4 3 2 1

Calculating as before, the inverse of C is given by

co('
-1 1 2.3 4

) . AC (4 3 21

P.
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Note thatin this particular example, C = C-1 and therefore,
C x C != I. The interpretation of the product t x C is that
it gives the clan of a child's child. "Since descent is

through the male this would give the clan of a man's son's
children. Notice that this is not the clan of''a man's
daughter's children. Their 'clan would be.given by C x W-1
x C, wherefW-1 gives the clan-of Ole daughter's husband.

Exercise 16 ComRute C x W -1 xC. Do the calculation in two ways:

first as (C x W-I) x C and then'as C x (W-I x C). Be sure that you

get the same answer both time' because group product is associative!

We mentioned above that a man has tWostypes.sof grand-
children; son's children and daughter's children. As an
illustration of the use of the mathematics of groups con-
sider the following question: WhatiiLdkild the rules of a
society !be like if these two types of grandchildren belong-
ed to the same :clan? That is; what is implied by the equa-
tion

CxW-1 x C=CxC?
Our calq, ill be easier to follow if we drop the
"times sign," as we ten do in algebra. So consider the
equa on

CW-1C = CC .

'First:, multiply both sides of Ikequation_on_the left by
-F and use the fact that,CC-1 is I.

-1 -1
\C (CW C) = C-1 (CC)

(C-1C) (WL1C) = (C-1C)C

=. IC

W-1C = C .

Now multiply bothjideson the right by C-1..,to get

W-1I = CC-1 = I

otk finally,

Vr1 .

°

All,of,this calculation comes dodh to this; The two types,,
of grandchildren be1ong.,to4he same clati 'Only when W-1 4 L..

That is, on11(4401,theakatpfa yoMaa''s huSband is'the
same as her.oeian. could marry her\
brother but ,brother-sister iartiages are never' allowed in I.

\
15
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this discussion. Only where brother- sister marriages are

permitted will two types of grandchildren belong to the
same clan. 8

4.3. First Cousin Marriages

The two types of grandchildren dis cUssed above are
actually cousins. More precisely, they are cross cousi,ns,
meaning that their parents are brother and sister. We have
seen that cross cousins will never belong to the same plan.
We now look at-a slightly more complicated question,:, can
cross cousins (of different sex) marry? ,To answer the
question we must realize that there are two types of Gross
cousins. The two types are shown in Figure 3 below.which
gives part of the family "tree" for cousins. In Figure 3
we use the symbol A to denote a male, and the symboll 0 to
denote female. Marriage is indicated by a horizontal line,
descent by a vertical line, sibship by an equals.sign.,

I I I

A 0 A 0

(a) (b)

'Figure 3: Family "trees" for cross cousins.

Thus in Figure 3(a) the boy on the left is related to the

girl_on_the- right-by-the- fact that his father is her moth-
er's brother. In 3(b) his mother is her father's sister.
We will see that the relationship of the two types of cross
cousins give different equations and "hence that the rules

permitting thb marriages can vary from society to society.
We deal with each 0 turn.

Figure 3(a).' Patrilineal cross cousins. We can'write
the equation relating the cousinsin 1(a) by beginning with
the bOy'and tracing the "tree" until we arrive at the girl.
Fdr each step of the relationshiP we write doWn the appro-
priate transformation and form the product. Thus the boy's
father's (C74) sister (S) is the girl's mother. DOcent.is
through her husband (w-r) and the boy's cousin is the child
(C) of this man. Thus we can write C-1SW-1C or

- 1C -1 C

for the father's (sister's) husbands child. If these
people can marry then this transformationit'ust be the same
as the wife transformation. We thus have:

1 -1C W = W
- n0

16 .



as the equation tYat corresponds to theiciuessail.yr

dousins--4--type-3-(4ation<-can . he simpli-
fied a little by multiplying both sides on the left byC.
This gives

CC-1W-1C = -CW or w-kc .-cw.

To answer the question for any particular soci4ywe need
, to calculate these two produtts and. see if they are the
same. For our example,

'

W-1C = (1
2 3 4)

x
3 1 4 2

.

while

=
(1 2 3 4

Cil
1

43 21

,

. 1 2 3 4)
= (1

2 3 4
4 3 2 1 2 '4 1 3).'

11 2 3 4,
(2 ,42)3. 4)3 3142 "

Since the right sides of these equations are not' alike,
marriage of this type ii not permitted in the example give]
here. In other cases puch marriages may lie permitted. de-
Pending on the particular rules W end.C.

Figure 3(b). Matrilineal cross cousins.. From.,Fimure
3(b) we see that the boy's Lather's wileiiithe sister of
the girl's father. In other words the-Agirl. i*the boy's .:

wife's (brother's) child.',WelWrite C-1WBC, or'
s

since B = L. If they are permittekto marry then C 11,

must be the same as W.- We thereforeave

C-1 WC = W . . .
. '. .

as the equation for the marriage'of matrilineal-crog
. cousins. Multiplying both sides-onthe left by ewe have

WC

The cousins of XlgUre 3(b) are perpitted.to marry only in
societies in which C and W commUte:in the mathetatical
sense- The k,elevant calculation fsrthis example shows

..:'.

WC (*1 241 1) ' (1'1 321) ' (1 344ii-'
.:

,,., ,1. 2 3 4, '41 i i 41 ,1 2 3 11
<,-'n. "4 3 2 f' ' ( 2 4 1 3 ' '3 1 4 2"-

,,

and marriages of this type are permitted for thissmple.
. For Other types of Societies (defined by differen10 W-

and C) such marriages m . not bepelftted.

;

. 5.- SUMMARX

i we have shown-by discussing %a hypothetical example
that the kinds of balculationsusedi in the mathematical
theory df groups can be appl -ied to,certain trahsforMations

involving human groups; 4iamAly, the kinship relations gen-
erated by the rules of marriage and descent in primitive

-.societies. Few societies have only four clans, although
'both the Kariera and Tarau,groups of Australia can be pre-
sented by simple models of this-kind. (See Appendix 2 of
White's book fitted in the Readings below). With more than
four Clans the calculations become more complicated but 'the
principles remain the same. Here we have looked at one
question that is of. interest to anthropologisis: Under
whatvonditions may cross cousins marry? We saw how this
Obttion can be translatep into a"mathematical equation
with.the result that: if for some society W-1C = CW, then
'patrilineal ftoss cousins are permitted to arry, if CW =
WC' then Matrilineal cross cousins may marry, Similar ques-
tions -- involving for example the marriage f second coils-.
ins *- can be put into a similar mathematical form.

E*grcise 17; The..Kariera system is given by

1 2 3 4 - 1 2 I 4
= (

2 ;4 3 ) C = (
3 4 1

2).

' -Calcula;e y, .c, cw and WC and see whether cross cousins can marry in
the system.

.
.

Exercise.18. For the Tarau system W and C are given by

W (12 t 43)
C= (1

1 2 3 4)
41,

Discus:1P trope cousin marriage fOr.this example:

,AExercise 19. Parallel cousins are defined by the diageam below.

( utatallel" because the parental siblings-are of the same sex.)

.

0 ie = :I 0 A-1 0 =

1

A 0 A 0

Write thg equations for the condition that parallel cousins may marry
and'hence show, in fact, that parallel,couLins may never marry (in
gocieties of the type discussed here).

Exercise 20. In calculating with transformations there is a tempter
tion to do this:

C-1Mt =W

C-1CW=W (

W=W .\

As a,general.rule this iss wrong! Why?

. .

N
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xercise 21, Translate W and C of the text example into transforms-

' tions of.a labeled square.` Use a labeled square to calculate, the

erOks.cousin'marriages,

Exercise 22 A member of a primitive tribe is repoited to have said

by'way of explaining the marriage pules of his group --' If I marry

my sister. I won't lave anyone to hunt with. 'HOW were hunting pax-
-. .ties. made up in his group?

r
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7. ANSWERS eo EXERCISES

1: (i) (4 ways)( il vays)(2 wayi)(1 way) =.24 ways

(ii) (n vays)rn-1 ways)-..:(2 ways)(1 way) = n! ways

vherern! = n(n-1)(n-2) ... 3.2.1
.

2:.(i) K = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... i.e., any multiple of 360°

W' countably many

(iii) 240° .

(iv) 120°

(v)

(vi)

23

same as (i)

yes, e.g..

(e) from (d)

from (e)

...:(d) from (f)

by a clockwise rotation of 120°

b% a clockwise rotation of 120°,

by a clockwise rotation of 240°. etc.-

Ro
(b) from (b)

(c) from (b)

(a) from (b)

,(e) froi (b)

19.

a

no

R2

Ft

Fr

i F2
. ,...

R, R,

(a5-11-2-,(c)
-.. 4 ...'o

Ft
(ii). (a) +(a) ---*(d)

F.

(a) --10.(d)

,

(iii) (a) --4(d) --46) (a) --+(a)



Ft*
(iV) (a)(d)---=*(e) (a)(e)

al°(v) (t1)
RI---=+(f)(e) (d)L2ke)
R Ft F

(d)--o .(d) --.(a) (d) -=4(a)
F F.

(d)*(a):*(d) (d)-12-4(d)

F R

(d)-4.(a)-2o(c) (d)--j-+(t)

(i) R1 x R1 = R2

*111 x Fr = FR

peop. Fr Ro = Fr

F2, x Ft = R2

RO x. Ft; RoT

R1 k R2 = RO

R2, x R1 = Ro

Ft x FOI= RO

Fr x Fr = RO,-

F2,x F2 = Ro

(iii) yes.

x R2) x Fr = Rl if (11.2 x Fr)

R0 X Fr = R1 3( Ft

Pr =:Zer;

7: Ft I,Kk. R0
w-

= R2

Rlx Ft= Fr
Ft x R1 = Ft

(RI

9:

c

10:

11:

12: yes

.13: y,es

RiFt RiFr %Ft R2Ft R2Fr R2Ft FtFr F\Jt FrF

8: Ft followed by Ft leaves the triangle uni.Vge41R0)
A ",kfollowed by R1 is the same as a rotationaoi 1&IU 0

\ R2 /

xl followed by Ft is the same as Fr II

Ft followed by R1 is the same as Ft-,

25 21

RO
R1 R2 R3

RO RO R1 R2 R3

R1

R2

RI R2

le2 R3

R3

RO

Ro.

R3 R3 RO R1 R2

RO R1 R2 R3 Fh Pv F 2,

RO
RO R1 R2 R3 Fh Fv FR Fr

RI RI R2 R3 Ro F2_ Fr Fv Fh

R'2
R.2 R3 RO .Fv Fh Fr F2,

R3 :13 R0 R1 1.12 Fr Ph Fv

Fh

Fv

Fh .Fr

Fv Ft

Fv. F2,

Fh Fr

R0

122:

R2

RO

R3 R1

Ft FR Fh Fr Fv R1 R3 RO R2 -

Fr Fr Fv .Ft Fh Ri R1 R2 R0 0,

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6_ 1

2 3 4 5 6 1 2

3 4 5 6 1 2 3

4 5 6 1 2 '3 4
5 6 1 12 3 4 5

6 1 2 3 4 5 6

('10, 111, R2; Ft, Fr, F2)

(R0, RI, R2)

.(R0. Ft.)

(RO. Fr)

(RO' FR)

14: (ii) A x B = (12 3 4) x (1 23 4) 1 23 4) _

4321 21 4 3). z.--(3 41 -2

x A = (1 2 3 4N fl 2 3-41 ,12-3 .4
2 1 4-3'. -1+ 3 2 %3 4 4 7./

(iii) R2 x Fn = -Fv
y-!1= Fv

; (AT' 2 3; 1;23 ,
. _2" 2 _3' irei.4117 er s e __of 'RI:: lit R2

23" - k1-2 3) (1
1 3- il- 3 2 inverse' of"Ftis

t

4
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a

15: ° (1) x w = (3 1 4 2) x (2
1 2 3 4 1,2 3

- (1 2 3

(ii) wife's brother: WB = WI =

sister's husban4: SW-1 = rw-1 = ,,,-1

(iii). (1 2 3 4) (1 2 30,45 a, 4)
2 4 1 3 1 2 3 4 4 1 , 2 4 1 3

1 2 3 4) (1 23 4 (1 2 34)
1 2 3 4 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 2

1 23 4) 23 4) 1 2 3 4(iv) (2 1 4 3) x (2 1 4 3) = (1 2 3 -4)

T-1 = (1 2 3 4
2 1 4 3) = T

16:
(6-

w
....-1.) x C = (1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4) x4 3 21 , (3 I 42

= (1 2 3 41 (1 2 3 4,
) =2-4 1 2' 4 3 2 1

C x (111-1 x C) = fl 2 1 4 ) x(1 2 3 4
)'4 1 2 1 3 1 4 2

0 ,(1 2 3 4).x(1
I4 3 2 1 2 4 1 3 ,

4) = I

I

ti

,(multiplying on the right by WI)

implies thit a woman could marry her,brother
which is not allowed in this discussion.

C-1WSW-IC = W

WSW -it = CW (multiplying on the left by C)

WW-IC = CW (since S = I)
C = CW (since WWI = I)

2 3a4

I = W (multiplying on the left CI)

W111 = W (since I = W-111)

W-1: I (multiplying on the right by WI)

Again, a woman could marry her brother, which is not allow,ed.
(1
4 3 1)42

20: Wemay not equal CW, i.e., the product may pot be commutative.
(1 2 3 4)
3'1 4,2 21:. W =.1ti Fri =R3 C = E2

A

2 3 4) ' W-10 = R3
(4 3.2 II

CH, = R2 =

1 2 3 41
( 3 1 4 2' Sin2p IOC CW patrilineal cross, cousins may not marry.

17: W1 (1 2 3 4) x(1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4%
2 1 4.3 3 4 1 2 = (4 3 2 11

C x W (1 i 3 41 (1 2 3 4, 1 2 3 4,
3 41 2 '2 1 43 = (4

3 2 11

- W x C (21 2 4.4) ,x,(1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4)
1 4 ; 3 i. 1 2) = (4 3 2 1

-...
Since IOC = CW and -CV = WC, cross
cousins mar mat in this system.

W1 (I* 2 3.4) x.(1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4)
2 r 43 1 2 4) = (2 1 4 3

/ 18:

19:

C x w 1 32 '4. x (I )2 3 4,
= (1 2 3 4)

1 2 3 4 2 1 4 3 L2 1

3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4= (12 4 3) x (1 2 3 3) = 1 4 3)

Since ErIC'= CW and CW = VC, cross Cousins
may marry in this system.

C-1BC = W

BC = CW (multiplying on the left by 'C).

t =
1 =

WIW =

CW (sinte B = I)
W (multiplying on the

(14.5cg,

o..

left,by C-1)

23

CH =R2Rl =R3
11-

WC = R3 R2 -Rl

Since CW f WC, matrilineal Iross. cousins may not marsy.

22: Hu,nting parties are composed of brchers-in-law.

23
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Problem No.
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o
)
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1. How useful was the amount of detail in the unit?
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Unit would have been. clearer With tore detail
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Unit-was occasionally too detailed, but -this was not distracting
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2. How helpful were the problem answers?

Sample solutions were too brief; I could'not'do the intermediate steps
----Sufficient information was given to solve the problems.

Sample solutions were too detailed; I didn't need them
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A Lot Somewhat , A Little Not at all
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Much Somewh4t About Somewhat Duch
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Paragraph headings
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Special'Assistance Supplement (if present)

Other, please explain
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